Powers of Onement 2022
Passion - Body
Joy - Heart
Ecstasy - Spirit
All Three are necessary for Onement
Masters discovered this....will you?

At 1:24:23 a.m., April 1st, Central Daylight Time, Moon Mother Alder begins her Initiation
of Renewal! In Astrology, it is the Astrological New Year. In our daily reality, we are recognizing
more light and feeling a greater sense of renewal in our daily activity. Easter is a sign of renewing
life and that occurs this year during Alder’s time. Alder, as an Aries time, also reminds us to pay
attention to our self and note how we are changing in order to develop our worldly existence with
a restoration of our pure spirit initiating the Will To Be! With Marsella, a soul intention merges in
the undercurrents of everyone calling on a Will to Create what is To Be! Together these energy
fields are filled with the fire of Passion to embody and manifest what is budding inside our Spirit,
filling our hearts with joyful anticipation, and readying our motivation to act!
Yes, Alder is the foundation of action and Marsella is the power to move on the path
intended. This, of course, is aided by the driving force of the desire of our Spirit-Soul. Within each
individual a stirring is occurring. It is a strong and steady vibration urging action, and yet, held
steady by willpower. Alder is the stage of willpower that encourages the inner drive to be, or
become something new, refreshed or refined. Ultimately, Alder is the foundation of the Will to Be.

What is Your Will To BE?
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Alder-Fearn
Step out and Go For It!
Don’t you lag.
Your goal is the journey.
It’s in the bag!
Fear not the obstacles on your path,
or you will experience personal wrath.
Remember the joy is the journey you take,
so give the obstacles a loving break.
Be passionate: Yes! And purposeful, too.
But, remember to pause:
Behold the barricade you view.
At this moment you will learn,
what is your best possible turn,
so you can continue on your sojourn.

Excerpt from: Sweet Mystery Revealed
The Faces of WomanSpirit, by Katherine Bell, PhD, DD
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Moving out of the shadow of concerns can be easy with Alder. Especially
if we allow ourselves to see through the window of wisdom and use our
Divine Eye to view the world with a knowing that we are the change-maker
of life.
When working with this fiery foundation it is important to realize that it
takes our personal courage and strength to recognize our own level of
determination and persistence. No comparisons are needed. We simply
must recognize our Self! As we allow this to be so, we set the foundation
for the door of our soul to open and offer a hand for the soul intentions to
enter the physical realm. We aid the intentions with thoughtful awareness,
add expression to that with spoken word, and finally, we take physical action
to bring all desires into earthly manifestation.
Alder aids us in realizing we are our own authority. We can assist our own self in realizing
that when we use our Divine Eye and see Our Oneness, we quell our lower ego, pierce through the
ephemeral states of consciousness and live in essential reality. This provides us with an ability to
be aware of our emotional state and maintain its balance. Finally, we unify all states within our
physical reality. When we do this we are in the very essence of the true living organism that reveals
What is to Be as rooted, and the development of what we are creating is growing steadfastly in our
personal world.
Through the agency of Alder, we become strong in intention, our will is passionate, and our
joy is contagious. Ecstacy is a glow that everyone feels as it exudes light emanating from us. Our
personality reveals this. We are confident, motivated, and awestruck with the internal inspiration
and knowing we feel. When using the positive power of Alder, we know we can change the world
in positive ways.
This month of Alder is our willingness to set the foundation for action and then to move into
action (as the poem notes). We cannot hesitate with any form of procrastination. Excuses leave us
lost in the dust of our fears and constant “old stories” that truly don’t work anymore.
Of course, I cannot simply move along with our “personal” reality this month and dance in
the light of the moon. We have a world-wide catastrophe occurring. Thus, I offer the following:
As we are watching our Ukrainian brothers and sisters fight for their lives and their country,
our Alder field of energy can be used in quite a positive way. Alder and Marsella are recognized as
“warrior” energies. Yes, they can be destructive. However, we have been watching destruction in
the mode of harm for too many years. How do we change the Warrior Energy into something
different?
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In the blessings of Alder, we turn to the frequency of its higher wisdom. It is the vibration
of the Eye of the Divine, seeing the world and developing it in new ways. We are the Divine. Are
we seeing the destruction and moving into more fear, anger, hatefulness, and unbridled emotional
expressions that simply aid more destruction?
Mystical wisdom asks us to be Sacred Adepts, rather than warriors. “Seeing” through the
eyes of higher truth, feeling through the heart of love, and moving through the emotions of
compassion. Alder, the All Seeing Eye, can provide us with a vision of Grace pervading the people
experiencing the war, be they victims or perpetrators. As Alder carries the vibration of the Will to
Be, we can move into this vibration with the Will to Be Peace. In an incredible state of action, we
know we can pray and meditate in the vibration of the Will to Be Peace. As we all do this, it is
important that we also allow this loving peace to pervade all aspects of our self and the actions and
interactions we experience and explore in our daily lives. We are called to recognize “We are the
Light” and thus these actions express the Light we are!
We can feel the ecstacy of Peace, the Joy of Peace, and the Passion of Peace! Recall, we
need all three in order to have a true manifest! Spirit-Soul-Body. Higher Mind-UnconsciousPersonal Consciousness. Let’s bring them all together and feel Peace in the Oneness!
Action with Marsella helps with our personal reality throughout this lunar month as well as
the world-wide union! I offer another poem from my book....

Marsella
Strength, purpose, and fortitude, too,
all part of the strength within you!
Refine and create the path you desire!
Do it with passion expressed in sacred fire!
You are the spearhead to create your dreams.
Nothing but you, no matter what it seems.
Speak out the words that enhance your intentions,
include the joy and ecstacy of inventions.
Live now, with passion, power, and glory,
the full expression of your soul’s story!
Excerpt from: Sweet Mystery Revealed The Faces of WomanSpirit, by Katherine Bell, PhD, DD
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Marsella’s vibration carries the Will to Create and is now well underway as the
foundation has stirred the rich soil of the Desire to Be. I might say, “Shout it
out!” Open your mouth and bring sound into play as you sculpt your desire into
fully being created. As you speak you are expressing ideas which can also help
you refine your creation.
Also, remember, when you speak your are letting out a breath. In Breath is Spirit;
thus, you are letting out Spirit. You are releasing the very universal spiritual
energy that gives life to all. Yes, sometimes it is good to be silent (listening to the
inner wisdom where the mystical knowledge helps reveal the next step in your creation). During
those silent times, when you feel the inner prompting, a creation of a rumbling, perhaps, feel the
energy....does it have a sound to you? Does it have a word you can say, a tone you can sing, or a
mantra your can speak? Make a delightful noise! Give it Life Breath.

Always remember....YOUR WORDS HAVE POWER. Let them be fruitful words.

Action, action, action! Yes, Marsella is a call to action. When your Inner Vision has
revealed the design of your desires, action is required. One of the symbols on the card of Marsella
is “no path” in front of the woman. I love that symbol. As many of you know, it is a call to action!
Create your own path. In fact, if you truly have the inner knowing that You Are The Creator
Creating, then you know you do make the path ahead. You design each step or five steps ahead.
Listen to the ecstatic, mystical tones of wisdom within you. Feel the joyful desire encouraging an
inner dream To Be. Use the Will to Create and become passionate with your actions. Today you
may want to make only one footprint on your path...or maybe 5, 10 or 16. Name it! Claim it! Now
would definitely be the time to do so!
Recall Marsella has the association to the Hebrew letter Peh! It means “Human Mouth.” Use
your words wisely because sound manifests. However, use your moth to sculpt with the memory of
what I wrote earlier....you are releasing the Breath of Spirit! If you use that wisdom, you will open
your mouth with a true sense of higher consciousness and speak your manifest clearly.
Marsella is also a power of refinement! When I think of her as sacred fire and refinement,
I think of one who is working with steel, or glass, and placing it in the extremely hot fire to make
the very stiff element pliable. The craftsperson keeps their intention as a very direct focus, their
emotions steady, and their Will to Create right on target. Distraction does not occur. Knowing what
Is To Be is the Director of mind, emotions and body. The outcome is the delightful piece the steel
worker or glass maker wants to produce.
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As each of us are working on a project (be it anything; for everything is an art project: a
search for a job, a relationship, a political director, a new home, health, a picture, horticulture,
seamstress, a book, a .....), we are the creator exerting our minds, emotions, and actions. It is
definitely the time to come out of the shadows of limited beliefs in self and walk right into the light
of knowing we are the creator in action. As we create, we also refine and that refinement requires
our attention, our will power, and our Will to Be that which we are creating!

What is your Will to Create?
I spoke of our Will to Be as a nation wanting to help in the throws of an unprovoked war for
our brothers and sisters of Ukraine. With Marsella we have an action vibration and it is the Will to
Create Peace. I have spoken of the meditation, prayer and seeing with the Eye of Peace. How do
we Create Peace. Most definitely it must begin within ourselves. Each day as we are actively
moving through our daily tasks, interacting with others, and listening to our media systems, we are
called to create the energy of Peace. It truly already exists, yet we can increase its active streams
within us and release the vibration through us. In our prayers and meditations, we can supplicate
those vibrations to increase and weave through the energetic cycles that encircle our earth. Our Sun
vibrates and its energy penetrates water and evaporates and moves through the air....So, I have a
vision of Sunlight, filled with our energy of peace, joy, and the passion of love for all, moving into
the waters of earth, creating a steam that penetrates the air and softly embraces all people. I feel it
touch their faces and bodies like a soft pleasure-making ointment, quieting minds and emotions.
This quieting allows all to feel the love and peace being produced. Captured by the energy, Peace
Prevails and acceptance for all occurs. May we be Spiritual Adepts who carry the Will to Be and
the Will to Create Peace!
Yes, this does stirs the memory of the song, “Let There Be Peace On Earth and Let It Begin
with Me!” by Jill Jackson Miller, 1955.
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Using the Power of Symbols!
It is time to use the power of symbols to scintillate our three states of consciousness. Do
bring out your deck of cards, The Faces of WomanSpirit, A Celtic Oracle of Avalon. Shuffle them
and release the energy of the past. Bless them and shuffle again to call forth the very intention you
hold within your field of Passion, Joy, and Ecstasy. Then pause in union with body, heart, and mind
where you only find the Oneness of True Spirit. Finally, review the questions below and draw a card
for each question without turning any card over until all are pulled. Then turn them and review what
your inner self brings to cognitive consciousness that will aid unification. Be blessed by your
reading. Awen!
1)

What is your Ecstacy stirring?

2)

What is your Will to Be?

3)

What Joy is surfacing?

4)

What is your Will to Create?

5)

What is the essence of your own authority?

6)

How can you assist in the formulation of words to aid your manifest?

7)

What is your prayer for peace?

This is a month of Red that can stir passion, create excitement, and adventure. May you feel
it every day and use its positive energy!
Love and blessings,

Katherine
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Powers of Onement 2022
Passion - Body
Joy - Heart
Ecstasy - Spirit
All Three are necessary for Onement

Master’s discovered this....are you?

~Lunar Phases of Alder~
New Moon - April 1 1:24:23 a.m. CDT
Crescent Moon - Apr 5
First Quarter Moon - Apr 9
Gibbous Moon - Apr 12
Full Moon - Apr 16, 1:55:01 p.m. CST (Pink Moon)
Disseminating Moon - Apr 19
Last Quarter - Apr 23
Balsamic Moon - Apr 27

New Moon of Willow - Apr 30 3:28:04 pm CDT
(This is Also A partial Solar Eclipse/Black Moon)
Please know these are not exact dates, but very close.
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